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 Excerpt: This free 40-page eBook contains a list and definitions 

of 13 types of engineering drawing that can be individually 

produced from any one of the two major types or systems of 

projection (parallel and perspective) and their respective subtypes 

which are usually employed in developing different types of 

engineering drawing views. 
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13 Types of Engineering Drawing 

Today’s engineering products and projects originate from 

engineering drawings that are produced from any of the two main 

types of projection: parallel projection and perspective projection. 

Parallel projection is of two types: orthographic projection and 

oblique projection; orthographic projection is of two types: multi-

view projection or axonometric projection. On the other hand, 

perspective projection is also of two types: aerial perspective 

projection and linear perspective projection. 

In engineering practice, the two main types of projection (parallel 

and perspective) are used respectively via six subtypes 

(orthographic projection, oblique projection, multi-view 

projection, axonometric projection, aerial perspective projection, 

and linear perspective projection) when producing the 13 types of 

engineering drawing that have been defined in this article. 

But before we list and define each of the 13 types of engineering 

drawing, it’s important to keep the following points/definitions in 

mind because they are crucial to clearly understanding the 13 

types of engineering drawing:  
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 You have to make a projection (either parallel or perspective) 

and subtype of projection (orthographic, oblique, multi-view, 

axonometric, aerial perspective, or linear perspective) to 

produce any of the 13 different types of engineering drawing 

views. 

 Parallel projection and its subtypes can be used to produce 

nine different types of engineering drawing, while 

perspective projection and its subtypes can be used to 

produce four other different types of engineering drawing; 

the total types and subtypes of projection result in 13 types 

of engineering drawing. 
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Figure 1: 13 types of engineering drawing (yellow 

rectangles) 

 Parallel projection is the type of projection in which 

projectors (also known as “lines of sight” or “imaginary 

lines”) are projected from a position (the eye of a viewer, or 

something) in such a way that they are parallel to each 

other and at the same time perpendicular to the planes of 
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the object(s) they are projected upon. The projectors or lines 

of sight are projected to touch very important points on 

various planes of any object which an engineering drawing 

can be produced for. There are two types of parallel 

projection: orthographic projection and oblique projection; 

orthographic projection can be expressed either as 

multiview (or multiview projection which displays as many 

important views as necessary) and axonometric projection 

(which can display a single important axonometric view). 

 

Figure 2: Lines of sight in parallel and perspective 

projections, respectively 

 Orthographic projection is a type of parallel projection in 

which projectors are projected perpendicularly (in a 
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perpendicular direction) on the major planes of a 3-D object, 

and the corresponding 2-D (2-dimensional) representations 

of the object are drawn on media such as paper and 

computer screen.  
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Figure 3: Orthographic projections of objects (Image credits: 

Google.com and Dreamcivil.com.) 

 Multi-view projection is actually a projection of many 

orthographic projections or views all on one place or media 

such as paper or computer screen: in multi-view projection, 

the parallel projectors are directed perpendicularly to the 

major planes or important parts of an object such as the 

top, front, and side views (and may include other important 

sides) of an object which are all drawn or represented in 2-

D. Multi-view projection is used in creating the first-angle, 

second-angle, third-angle, and fourth-angle types of 

engineering drawing, depending on the quadrant (either 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2F2.bp.blogspot.com%2F-1AGn8ODtgVo%2FTi-d1NRSRcI%2FAAAAAAAAAps%2FYJQOH2j4_Qc%2Fs1600%2Forthographic%2Bprojection.JPG&tbnid=7OcA9NnM3BboyM&vet=12ahUKEwij3M___v_-AhWLNcAKHe44CNgQxiAoAHoECAAQEg..i&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fgra-phic.blogspot.com%2F2011%2F07%2Fparallel-projections.html&docid=dh7iPVZpmZta0M&w=490&h=397&itg=1&q=parallel%20orthographic%20projection%20pictures&client=firefox-b-d&ved=2ahUKEwij3M___v_-AhWLNcAKHe44CNgQxiAoAHoECAAQEg
https://dreamcivil.com/orthographic-projection/
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first—for first-angle, second—second-angle, third—third-

angle, or fourth quadrant—for fourth-angle) in which the 

object is placed for the parallel projectors or observer’s 

eyesight to make a perpendicular projection on before 

drawing the individual projected planes. 
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Figure 4: Quadrants used during multi-view projection to 

produce first-, second-, third-, and fourth-angle projections, 

respectively (Image credit: Google.com.) 

 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=pictures+of+quadrant+for+first,+second+angle+projection&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=2LSDztIJ9Bx8bM%252CwxBYtu-8VrgjoM%252C_%253BQPoMwJmT4kA26M%252CJ9TDoj34hSFdrM%252C_%253BTUIswhXBduwDrM%252CyBFRJbJaE8Q5qM%25
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Figure 5: Multiview (3 major views) for 3 orthographic 

projections 

 

Figure 6: Multi-view (6 major views) for 6 orthographic 

projections 

 Axonometric projection is another but different expression 

of orthographic projection, well suited for illustration 

purposes: parallel projectors are directed perpendicularly 

towards any plane of a 3-D object that is tipped/rotated 

about one or more of its major axes (x, y, and z) to show 

different sides (top, side, and front views), and the projection 

is usually expressed in a single view with some 

foreshortened dimensions that are easy to visualize. 
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Axonometric projection is used in producing three different 

types of engineering drawing: isometric, dimetric, and 

trimetric drawing, respectively. 

 

Figure 7: Axonometric projection and view of an object 

(Image credit: Peachpit.com.) 

 Oblique projection is another type of parallel projection (the 

other is orthographic) in which the projectors are parallel to 

each other but not perpendicular to any planes of the 3-D 

object they are projected on, and one of the three planes of 

https://www.peachpit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=2873372&seqNum=10
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the object is projected at either 30°, 45°, or 60° to the x-axis. 

Angle 45° is used in most oblique projections. The parallel 

projectors are not projected perpendicularly on any 3-D 

object’s plane; this would result in an engineering drawing 

that has true shapes and sizes on only one or two 

planes/faces. Oblique projection is used in creating two 

types of engineering drawing: cavalier drawing and cabinet 

drawing, respectively. 
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Figure 8: Oblique projection of an object (Image credit: 

Slideplayer.com.) 

 Perspective projection is the type of projection in which the 

parallel projectors or lines of sight originate from the same 

point (called “point of convergence”) and increasingly diverge 

away the more they approach an object’s plane of 

projection; the projectors converge or come together at a 

fixed point(s) (called vanishing or convergence point(s)), 

away from the object’s plane of projection—illustrated by the 

shape of a cone, thereby making objects appear smaller the 

more their distance increases away from an observer. There 

are two types of perspective projection: aerial perspective 

projection and linear perspective projection, respectively. 

Perspective projection is sometimes called perspective view 

or perspective drawing or simply perspective. 

https://slideplayer.com/slide/13135143/
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Figure 9: Difference in the orientation of projectors in 

perspective and parallel projections, respectively 
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Figure 10: Center of projection (viewpoint, vanishing point, 

or convergence point) in perspective projection (Image 

credits: Art-Design-Glossary and Google.com.) 

 Aerial perspective projection (a.k.a. atmospheric perspective) 

is the type of perspective projection in which the projectors 

diverge away from their point of convergence (or vanishing 

point) unto the planes of projection, and colors, tones, and 

atmospheric effects are used to give the object its shape—a 

shape that would appear smaller the more the object’s 

distance increases away from the observer or vanishing 

point. The use of colors and tones usually creates the 

https://art-design-glossary.musabi.ac.jp/perspective-projection/
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=x-raw-image%3A%2F%2F%2Fa0391541f4d0710e2ec24b4936d423af74d64b7fedb49de30c9879a122dd0421&tbnid=DnHQ9EEVOaCnMM&vet=12ahUKEwivgruZ14H_AhWMmicCHbT8C2AQMyhKegQIARBa..i&imgrefurl=https%3A%2F%2Fcourses.cs.vt.edu%2F~cs4204%2Fle
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illusion of depth on a 2-D surface such as paper or 

computer screen. Aerial perspective projection is used in 

producing aerial drawing which is one type of engineering 

drawing: 

 

Figure 11: Aerial perspective projection of an area (Image 

credits: GenesisStudios and YouTube.) 

 Linear perspective projection (often referred to as "geometric 

perspective”) is the type of perspective projection in which a 

set of construction rules are employed in such a way that 

the projectors or imaginary lines of projection 

converge/meet at one or more vanishing point(s) and give 

the illusion of a depth that is not real. Linear perspective 

projection is used in creating three types of engineering 

https://www.genesisstudios.com/portfolio-item/818171-convergence_design-clarksville-aerial/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BmrYQ4SyEzQ
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drawing: one-point, two-point, and three-point drawing, 

respectively. 
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Figure 12: Linear perspective projection of some cubes 

(Image credits: Dreamstime.com and Pinterest.com.) 

With the above important points/definitions in mind, we now 

define the following 13 types of engineering drawing: 

1. First-angle drawing 

First-angle drawing is the type of engineering drawing that 

contains multi/multiple (i.e., at least 3) 2-dimensional 

projections or multi-view produced from the resulting parallel 

projections that are perpendicular (orthographic projection) to 

different/multiple planes of projection of an object; after making 

https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-illustration-vector-cube-shadow-linear-perspective-building-visual-material-art-students-d-illustration-image92028585
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/323696291937868099/
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projections on the planes of an object in the first quadrant, the 

projection of the front view (F)—which is one of the planes of the 

object—is drawn on the middle area of a medium (paper, 

computer screen, etc.) along with the right side view (R) of the 

object which is drawn on the left side of the front view, while the 

left side view (L) of the object is drawn on the right side of the 

front view, and the top view (T) or plan of the object is drawn 

alone/by itself beneath the front view. In some other cases, the 

bottom view (B) of the object is included/drawn on top of (but 

spaced a bit away from) the front view, and the rear view (R) of 

the object is included/drawn on either the right side of the left 

view or left side of the right view. First-angle drawing is also 

known as the European/international system of projection or 

engineering drawing. 
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Figure 13: First-angle drawings of different objects (Image 

credit: Google.com.) 

2. Second-angle drawing 

Second-angle drawing is similar to first-, third-, and fourth-angle 

drawings, in that they also contain multi/multiple (i.e., at least 3) 

2-dimensional projections or multi-view produced from the 

resulting parallel projections that are perpendicular (orthographic 

projection) to different/multiple planes of projection of an object; 

however, when making projections on different planes of an 

object in the second quadrant where the view is rotated 

downwards, it would be discovered that the resulting top view 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=pictures+first+angle+drawing&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=0T5XISaQopUDGM%252CiZ96xS88NxrqfM%252C_%253Bcb9k965ZrQkXGM%252CwWfg4vCqcvSi2M%252C_%253BHZ3UDVJcdaPvbM%252CXITeBUHvlohU5M%252C_%253BQmRxSXioyZyDGM%252C
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and front view overlap each other, usually causing confusion in 

the drawing. The same happens in fourth-angle drawing where 

the top view and front view also overlap. But this overlap does 

not happen in first-angle and third-angle drawings, respectively. 

Therefore, first-angle and third-angle drawings are far more 

popular than second-angle and fourth-angle drawings which are 

not popular. 

3. Third-angle drawing 

In many cases (involving at least three 2-D projections: 

projections on three planes of an object), after projections are 

made on the planes of an object in the third quadrant, the 

projection of the top view (T) or plan of the object—which is one of 

the planes of an object—is drawn alone/by itself on the middle of 

a medium (paper, computer screen, etc.), while the front view (F) 

of the object is drawn beneath the top view, and the right side 

view (R) of the object is drawn on the right side of the front view; 

if four 2-D projections are made instead of three, then the extra 

2-D projection would represent the left side view (L) of the object, 

usually drawn on the left side of the front view. Third-angle 

drawing is also known as “the American system” of projection or 

engineering drawing. 
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Figure 14: Third-angle drawings of objects (Image credit: 

Google.com.) 

4. Fourth-angle drawing 

In fourth-angle drawing, projections are made on different planes 

of an object placed in the fourth quadrant (where the view is now 

opposite the direction it was in second-angle drawing), but the 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=pictures+first+angle+drawing&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=0T5XISaQopUDGM%252CiZ96xS88NxrqfM%252C_%253Bcb9k965ZrQkXGM%252CwWfg4vCqcvSi2M%252C_%253BHZ3UDVJcdaPvbM%252CXITeBUHvlohU5M%252C_%253BQmRxSXioyZyDGM%252C
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resulting top view and front view overlap each other, similar to 

second-angle projection. The top view and front view overlap in 

both second- and fourth-angle drawings, respectively. As earlier 

stated, this is the reason why second- and fourth-angle drawings 

are unpopular and not even used in engineering circles; first-

angle and third-angle drawings, on the other hand, are widely 

used. 

5. Isometric drawing 

Isometric drawing is the type of engineering drawing that is 

produced from the resulting parallel projectors that are projected 

perpendicularly on the planes of any 3-D object that is 

tipped/rotated about one of its own major axes (x, y, and z). 

Isometric drawings are drawn in such a way that an object’s axes 

are inclined to each other by 120°—i.e., the angle between each 

axis is the same; furthermore, 2 of the 3 axes are at either 30°, 

45°, or 60° to the imaginary x-axis on any 2-D medium. 
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Figure 15: Isometric drawings of different objects (Image 

credit: Google.com.) 

 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=picture+of+isometric+drawing&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=S-QFbyInygenqM%252CHK67cPdi2vSLSM%252C_%253BYMNAu_Rv_XwoaM%252CTrNOc7ToFLChmM%252C_%253BZI2B1ZrvNm9I2M%252ChKo6r1YK2ZQwmM%252C_%253B-2stdoGLOC1uuM%252C
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Figure 16: Isometric drawing in comparison with dimetric 

and trimetric drawings of an object 

6. Dimetric drawing 

Dimetric drawing is similar to isometric and trimetric drawings, 

in that, it is also the type of engineering drawing that is produced 

from the resulting parallel projectors that are projected 

perpendicularly on the planes of a 3-D object that is 

tipped/rotated about one of its major axes (x, y, and z). However, 

unlike in isometric drawing, only two faces of the object are 

equally inclined to the plane of projection—i.e., only 2 angles 

between any 2 major axes are unequal. Generally, two different 

angles are required to construct 2 planes of objects in dimetric 

projections. 
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Figure 17: Dimetric drawing of an object (Image credit: 

Google.com.) 

7. Trimetric drawing 

In trimetric drawing, the three major axes of an object are 

inclined to each other by three different angles, respectively: 

three different angles are required to construct 3 planes of any 

objects, and the 3 angles between the 3 major axes are unequal. 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=pictures+first+angle+drawing&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=0T5XISaQopUDGM%252CiZ96xS88NxrqfM%252C_%253Bcb9k965ZrQkXGM%252CwWfg4vCqcvSi2M%252C_%253BHZ3UDVJcdaPvbM%252CXITeBUHvlohU5M%252C_%253BQmRxSXioyZyDGM%252C
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Figure 18: Trimetric drawing of an object (Image credit: 

Xamou-Art.com.) 

8. Cavalier drawing 

Cavalier drawing is the type of engineering drawing that is 

produced from the resulting parallel projectors that are not 

projected perpendicularly on the planes of any 3-D object that 

has one of its three planes projected at either 30°, 45°, or 60° to 

the x-axis; but all the dimensions (width, breadth, and height) of 

the 3-D object are all drawn to full scale. 

https://www.xamou-art.com/word/trimetric-projection/
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Figure 19: Cavalier drawing of different objects (Image credit: 

Google.com.) 

9. Cabinet drawing 

Cabinet drawing is similar to cabinet drawing, in that, it is also 

the type of engineering drawing that is produced from the 

resulting parallel projectors that are not projected 

perpendicularly on the planes of any 3-D object that has one of 

its three planes projected at either 30°, 45°, or 60° to the x-axis; 

however, unlike cavalier drawing, the width or breadth 

(whichever you designate to a particular dimension) is only drawn 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=picture+of+oblique+projection&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=dnrB-5hBTcljCM%252CxmjS0NspQCqOuM%252C_%253Bd0R0NZN6UvzD9M%252ChJXjMVXAVjFlVM%252C_%253BGhaQmJONNnYudM%252C1sozb0sh6X1G-M%252C_%253Be5e2OVFBY1D-vM%252
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to half scale instead of full scale; but the height is drawn to full 

scale just as is applicable to cavalier drawing. 
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Figure 20: Cabinet drawings of different objects (Image 

credit: Google.com.) 

10. Aerial drawing 

Aerial drawing is the type of engineering drawing that is 

produced from aerial perspective projection in which the 

projectors diverge away from their point of convergence (or 

vanishing point) unto the planes of projection, then and colors, 

tones, and atmospheric effects are used to give the object its 

shape—a shape that would appear smaller the more the object’s 

distance increases away from the observer or vanishing point. 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=pictures+first+angle+drawing&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=0T5XISaQopUDGM%252CiZ96xS88NxrqfM%252C_%253Bcb9k965ZrQkXGM%252CwWfg4vCqcvSi2M%252C_%253BHZ3UDVJcdaPvbM%252CXITeBUHvlohU5M%252C_%253BQmRxSXioyZyDGM%252C
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Figure 21: Aerial drawing of a building and environment 

(Image credit: Google.com.) 

11. One-point drawing 

https://www.google.com/search?q=pictures+of+aerial+engineering+drawing&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwj26Mr0wYb_AhXimycCHQ7pAFIQ2-cCegQIABAA&oq=pictures+of+aerial+engineering+drawing&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQA1DyCljsjgFgoJgBaABwAHgEgAH8BIgB8WGSAQsyLTIxLjE0LjQuMZgBAKABAaoBC2d3c
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One-point drawing is the type of engineering drawing that is 

produced from linear perspective projection in which a set of 

construction rules are used to ensure that the projectors diverge 

away from their point of convergence (or vanishing point) as they 

approach an object’s plane of projection; but the same projectors 

(or imaginary lines) converge/meet at only one vanishing point. 

As a result, one-point drawings consist of only one vanishing 

point. 
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Figure 22: One-point drawings of different objects (Image 

credit: Google.com.) 

12. Two-point drawing 

Two-point drawing is similar to one-point and three-point 

drawings, in that, it is also the type of engineering drawing that 

is produced from linear perspective projection in which a set of 

construction rules are used to ensure that the projectors diverge 

away from their point of convergence (or vanishing point) as they 

approach an object’s plane of projection; however, the projectors 

(or imaginary lines) converge/meet at two different vanishing 

points. As a result, two-point drawings consist of two vanishing 

points. 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=pictures+first+angle+drawing&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=0T5XISaQopUDGM%252CiZ96xS88NxrqfM%252C_%253Bcb9k965ZrQkXGM%252CwWfg4vCqcvSi2M%252C_%253BHZ3UDVJcdaPvbM%252CXITeBUHvlohU5M%252C_%253BQmRxSXioyZyDGM%252C
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Figure 23: Two-point drawings of different objects (Image 

credit: Google.com.) 

13. Three-point drawing 

In three-point drawing, the projectors (or imaginary lines) 

converge/meet at three different vanishing points. As a result, 

three-point drawings consist of three vanishing points. 

 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=pictures+first+angle+drawing&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=0T5XISaQopUDGM%252CiZ96xS88NxrqfM%252C_%253Bcb9k965ZrQkXGM%252CwWfg4vCqcvSi2M%252C_%253BHZ3UDVJcdaPvbM%252CXITeBUHvlohU5M%252C_%253BQmRxSXioyZyDGM%252C
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Figure 24: Three-point drawings of different objects (Image 

credit: Google.com.) 

 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=pictures+first+angle+drawing&tbm=isch&source=univ&fir=0T5XISaQopUDGM%252CiZ96xS88NxrqfM%252C_%253Bcb9k965ZrQkXGM%252CwWfg4vCqcvSi2M%252C_%253BHZ3UDVJcdaPvbM%252CXITeBUHvlohU5M%252C_%253BQmRxSXioyZyDGM%252C

